THE

PHOENICIA
D E S I G N

The Phoenicia has reopened, after large-scale refurbishment by Peter Young Design and
Mary Fox Linton, as a member of The Leading Hotels of the World, heralding a new era
for this much-loved historic hotel, following its acquisition by CampbellGray Hotels.
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B

uilt in 1939, just as the Second World War broke out, by
Lord and Lady Strickland to the design of the Scottish
architect William Binnie, The Phoenicia is the oldest
and perhaps most glamorous five-star hotel in Malta. Its 136
rooms, colonial-era veranda, palm court, Phoenix restaurant,
and above all, its bar, have seen politicians, presidents, heads
of state, singers, actresses, stars of stage and screen, come and
go over the last 80 years. Its ballroom and gardens have been
the scene of countless grand celebrations, of swirling gowns
and Sixties mini-dresses, of weddings and parties and balls.

Top left: The Phoenicia Hotel in the 1940s, with its cane blinds used
on the exterior to keep out the sun, and its beautifully iconic colonial
veranda Left: Yes, there was always a bus terminus there - the exterior
of the Phoenicia Hotel, in the 1940s
Above: Lord and Lady Strickland
take a look at the start of the foundations of the hotel, in 1936.
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A palette of burnt orange and bronze warms up the dining-room and
brings it into the present with a nod to the grandeur of the past.
And now this grand old hotel is
born again, its status re-amplified by a
big-budget redesign and refit. It looks
glorious. Its restoration has been sympa thetic to its heritage, while giving it that
absolutely essential uplifting freshness.
The designers, Peter Young and Mary
Fox Linton, drew their inspiration from
the refined luxury and glamour of the
1930s, the distinctive style of that period
translating beautifully into the mix of
classical and Art Deco architecture of
the actual building. Many of the original
features, including the spring-loaded
dance floor in the ballroom, have been
retained.
Peter Young, who is based in Britain,
has worked internationally in interior
design for two decades, specialising in
the design of luxury hotels, residential
projects and commercial interiors. A
large part of his inspiration, he says,
came from the character of the building
itself. “The colours came as a response

Peter Young, the interior designer under whose
guidance the hotel has been refurbished.

to a combination of this and the brief
to create a fresh, contemporary interior
within the classic architecture,” Young
said. “By using neutral, tonal shades we
have accentuated the original mouldings
to bring the hotel back to life. With this
backdrop we have used more vibrant and
playful fabrics for the furnishings, which
were chosen to enhance the sophisticat ed and chic look of the refurbishment.”

One of Young’s favourite focal points
includes the fabric walling that bookends
the Phoenix Restaurant. “We used a Jim
Thompson fabric that is loosely based
on a regal Ottoman damask and has a real
sense of drama. The blue and cream de sign compliments the original mouldings
of the dining room beautifully.”
The furniture in the lobby and res taurant is a mix of modern styles and the
predominant colours, magenta and blue,
create a revived and modern feel, twinned
with an elegant and chic aesthetic.
“The Palm Court is my favourite
room as we have changed the dynamic
quite dramatically,” says Young. “The bar
has been moved to the side of the room
to allow a clear view through the lounge,
restaurant and veranda connecting the
entrance lobby and outside dining.”
The pink floral fabric used to uphol ster the demi-lune sofas is unique to The
Phoenicia, and was designed, painted
and printed as a bespoke commission
specifically for the hotel. The collection
of blue Chinese ginger jars creates a cen tral focus for the room. “Set against the
furniture, palms and large floral displays,
the room feels enticing and wonderfully
chic which is distinct for the hotel and
also for Malta,” Young says.

The Palm Court just beyond
the hotel entrance was
originally designed as an
open courtyard, but was
roofed over in the 1960s. It
has now been refurbished.
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The much-loved colonial style of the
Club Bar has been retained but freshened
up with new lighting and refurbishment
of the beautiful old cane furniture. It
is, once more, an excellent place for an
aperitif.

About The Phoenicia

The project to build the Hotel Phoeni cia began in 1935, when Lady Strickland
(the former Margarete Hulton) whose
husband, Gerald Strickland, had been the
Prime Minister of Malta, commissioned
the architect Lt.-Col. W. B. Binnie to study
the conditions and design the hotel.

In a corner of the lobby, salmon pink upholstery
is borne out by a flowering hydrangea.
The
beautifully
redecorated
Phoenix
restaurant.

In the lobby, the
blue and white
theme carries
on from the
bedrooms, but
here it is not the
Mediterranean,
but blue and white
Chinese ginger
jars and ceramics.

Astonishingly, and despite the is land’s situation as a busy military and
merchant-shipping post, there were no
proper hotels in Malta at the time, the
only available options being glorified
rooming-houses or inns in Valletta and
around the Grand Harbour. Lady Strick land intended The Phoenicia to be a hotel
fit for the cosmopolitan traveller, but one
which would also provide accommoda tion for the wives of British naval offic ers. Structural work was completed just
as Britain went to war with Germany and
the conflagration began which was to
last the next six years. Work on the hotel
was suspended and the building opened
its doors first to the military powers who
had requisitioned it for use in the war.
The brand-new building was not
to stay intact for long. Just three years
later, it was heavily bombed during an
air raid. On 27 th April 27, 1942, during
the worst of the Axis Powers blitz on
Malta, an estimated 100 bombs fell on
The Phoenicia and its gardens. The hotel
remained a bombed-out site for the next
two years until, in 1944, the Governor
of Malta, Lord Gort, requested W. B. Bin nie to proceed to Malta and begin the
reconstruction of the building. Italy had
surrendered the previous September,
following which the skies had become

Much of the hotel's cane and rattan bedroom
furniture has been retained and restored,
because it is perfectly in keeping with the
hotel's colonial aesthetic.
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The bedrooms have
been redecorated in
cobalt blue and white,
with a distinctively
Mediterranean
seaboard appeal.

Many of the
rooms have
beautiful
wrought-iron
balconies
that overlook
Floriana,
the Mall and
Marsamxett
creek beyond.

Despite the difficulty in obtaining
building materials and fittings in the
last year of the war and its immediate
aftermath, most of the hotel was finished
by November 1947, and completed the
following April. By then, Malta was only
six and a half hours away from London,
Architecturally, the plan follows the
(original) site boundaries, giving the
building its particular “chevron” shape.
One major design consideration for Bin nie was to embody the spirit of Malta in
the design of the hotel.

To that effect numerous references
to Malta’s monumental heritage were
made. The building was constructed in
Maltese limestone also using a mortar
mix composed of crushed limestone and
lime, and “all inside walls were brought
to a smooth finish so that no plaster work
was necessary”. Similarly, the heavy cof fered ceiling in the lobby is reminiscent
of local architecture. Floors were terrazzo
and marble, with many different types
of marble used throughout the original
building. Ironwork was used extensively
for railings, chandeliers and gates, with

different finishes such as paint, enamel,
or even crystal drops for the chandeliers.
The hotel had, at the time of opening,
108 rooms and eight suites. Even that far
back, it was entirely air-conditioned – a
fairly new American invention at the
time - and had heating in the winter
through electric radiator panels. At a
time of highly unreliable electricity, the
hotel had its own electricity turbine.
The Phoenicia underwent some
modifications in the late 1960s, when
the palm court was roofed over. In the
1990s, another storey was built.

This is the
Valletta Suite.

The newly refurbished pool deck overlooking the yacht marina.

The 1930s/1940s architect
William Bryce Binnie (b. 1885) was a Scottish architect who
studied at the Glasgow School of Art from 1908 to 1910. He
won a gold medal and travelling scholarship in his final year,
which enabled him to spend a year in Italy, following which
he went to New York to work as a designer in the office of
Warren & Wetmore. There he was responsible for the detailing
of Grand Central Station and was supervising architect for the
Baltimore Hotel. He returned to Britain in 1913 to work as chief
draughtsman for Leonard Martin, London. ■

